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ABSTRACT
The "snap-through" or "pull-in" phenomenon limits the operating region of an
electrostatic MEMS device controlled using a constant bias voltage to only one third of
its physical deflection range. It has been shown that by controlling the charge on the
actuator any static deflection inside the full gap range can theoretically be stabilized [18,
21, 22, 23]. Some existing approaches to this problem use passive charge feedback,
implemented, for example, through a series capacitor. Others use open-loop charge
control, involving the application of charge to a fixed capacitor, and the transfer of that
charge to the MEMS. Electrostatically-actuated MEMS structures are fabricated at Texas
Tech University using surface micromachining methods. The devices are intended to test
voltage control laws now under development. The test structure includes the auxiliary
electrode located directly on top of the lower drive electrode, to establish an integrated
capacitor in order to make the desired charge measurement. This thesis concentrates on
the manufacturability of such a device. Several fabrication processes were developed
specifically for the previously mentioned devices. These processes include an isotropic
plasma etch for deep undercut of MEMS structures, a low stress metal deposition
process, and a photoresist profile modification procedure to ensure conformal step
coverage in an electron beam metal deposition system. The development of several
mirror designs are discussed, leading to the successful fabrication of a MEMS
micromirror with integrated charge sensing capabilities.

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Background
The field of Micro Electrical Mechanical Systems (MEMS) has been growing
steadily since the early 1980s (15). MEMS technology is a spin off of the technology
used to fabricate microelectronics on silicon substrates. Semiconductor engineers can
now use the same tools and process knowledge once used to make integrated circuits to
make small mechanical devices, usually transducers, that have much lower power
consumption than their larger scale counterparts. MEMS devices have the ability to be
mass-produced in great quantities and with standard fabrication processes, which can
significantly reduce the device unit cost. Examples of such devices include airbag sensors
for automobiles and DMD devices from Texas Instruments that will be discussed later.
Large-scale production is important because MEMS devices, due to their small size, must
be manufactured in clean room environments using expensive equipment. If it was not
possible to produce in large scale then the cost of operating the manufacturing facility
could never be supported. This same philosophy is used in the business of making
computer processors, and has been proven to work over the past two decades.
The MEMS fabrication process can vary widely in complexity depending on
choice of materials and device design. Early devices were made utilizing a process
known as bulk micromachining. This is a subtractive process of fabrication in which an
entire device is made entirely or mostly within a silicon wafer. Etching of the wafer
allows the formation of various structures from cavities to cantilevers. Limitations of this

method include long processing times and device geometries constrained by the crystal
orientation of the substrate.
More recently the fabrication method of choice, or convenience, has been surface
micromachining. This is primarily an additive process in which thin films of materials are
deposited on the surface of a substrate, patterned and built up in a stacking fashion.
Surface micromachining more closely resembles processing previously established for
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) devices. One immediate benefit to
this method of fabrication is that there are many facilities that have already been
established that make CMOS devices. These facilities have accumulated the vast amounts
of processing know-how needed to successfully surface micro machine. Speed of
fabrication is always an issue in any manufacturing setting, and surface micromachining
is much faster in most cases than bulk micro machining. Since most fabrication processes
have already been established for CMOS it is much less expensive to build MEMS in
these environments.
The work of this thesis focuses on MEMS devices that utilize electrostatic
actuation. This is agreed to be the most common form of actuation despite the nonlinear
voltage response [16]. "Pull-in" or "snap-through" is a nonlinearity associated with
voltage control that limits the device to one-third of its full range of motion. Therefore
devices need to be made three times larger than the desired functional range that demands
significandy more voltage to actuate. Any motion near the unstable two-thirds gap
position could result in catastrophic device failure, by which the mirror plate is pulled
into the lower electrode with exponential force. A large effort has been mounted to
overcome this phenomenon [ 18, 21, 22, 23]. In most cases the model of a simple parallel

plate capacitor with one movable plate is used for experimentation. Solutions to the snapthrough problem include adding a series capacitor to increase the effective gap length of a
device, or adding sensors to detect the location of the mirror to allow for feedback control
[6, 18, 20]. Devices that use analog motion would benefit most by enhanced
controllability of electrostatic actuation to eliminate nonlinearities. Analog motion is the
ability to stabilize any of a continuous number of positions within the operating gap.
While digital operation usually has only two positions, off and fully deflected. Some
devices get around the problem of "snap-through" by exploiting the principle. The most
successful commercial MEMS micromirror device today is, without doubt, the Digital
Micromirror Device (DMD) from the Texas Instruments Digital Light Processing (DLP)
division [9, 12, 13]. Its applications range from projection television to opdcal
communications. The DMD is a torsion, metal, MEMS structure that functions in a
bistable digital, "on-or-on," mode of operation, meaning that the device can be snapped
down to either of its two free corners. The device uses pull-in by applying a sufficient
voltage to move the mirror through the stable region of operation and forcing it to contact
the substrate in a fully deflected posidon.
It has been shown by other researchers that specific geometries can be engineered
to get around the pull-in problem, namely complicated comb-drive structures [11]. A
comb-drive changes capacitance by increasing the affecdve area instead of the gap
distance as with parallel plate actuators. Therefore comb-drive dynamics do not have the
inherent nonlinear response of snap-through.
There are several methods of device actuation currenUy being researched other
than electrostatic, such as piezoelectric, magnetic, and thermal actuation [10, 14, 16]. The

preference for one type of actuation over another typically depends on the environment of
operation and device geometry. In contrast to the metal devices made by Texas
Instruments, there is a large community building structures in polysilicon. However it has
been noted by several sources that obtaining the opdcal quality needed for commercial
devices can be more complicated when using polysilicon structures [3, 6].
Problem Statement
The purpose of this thesis is to document the design and fabricadon of a MEMS
device, udlizing surface micromachining techniques. The device is an electrostadcally
controlled micromirror that can be manufactured in a standard CMOS Fab environment.
Specifically the micromirror is a phase acdve Spadal Light Modulator (SLM). The
desired final outcome of the project was a MEMS Micromirror that could be uUlized as a
test structure for feedback control research. All devices were fabricated completely at the
Texas Tech University Maddox Laboratory.
Approach
The first step was to design a mirror structure that was large enough to align
easily, but sdll at an interesdng MEMS size scale. This mirror was used to develop the
process flow for fabrication. Once the device processing was established and reliable, a
new design was conceived. The new version was significandy reduced in size and also
included opdons that allowed for feedback control of the mirror. Some verification of the
performance of the mirror was then performed.

Accomplishments
For this thesis, 1 developed several previously unavailable processes for surface
micromachining in the Texas Tech University Maddox Laboratory. The processes
include a plasma photoresist etch for undercutdng metal MEMS structures, a photoresist
profile modification procedure, and a low stress metal deposidon process. All of the new
processes combined to allow for the fabricadon of several different micromirror
structures. It is also shown how charge detecdon by way of an auxiliary electrode may be
used for feedback control.
Thesis Oudine
Chapter 2 gives a short tutorial on surface micromachining, is given including the
introduction of essendal experimental equipment udlized throughout fabrication. Chapter
3 discusses the design and development of Concept 1 mirrors, which were used to
demonstrate the effecdveness of the fabrication procedures. Chapter 4 discusses the
design and development of Concept 2 mirrors that incorporate an auxiliary electrode for
charge detecdon. Chapter 5 chronicles the development of several key process steps.
Lasdy Chapter 6 lists conclusions of this research and suggests future work.

CHAPTER 2 - SURFACE MICROMACHINING
MEMS are devices fabricated using methods and protocol developed inidally for
the integrated circuit [15]. However addidons to the standard microelectronics skill set
have been established in the area of surface micromachining. This chapter will oudine the
various surface micromachining techniques that are used at the Texas Tech University
Maddox Laboratory. These techniques include thermal oxide growth, thin film
deposidon, lithography, etching (wet or dry), lift off, and the use of sacrificial layers.
Thermal Oxidadon of Silicon
The first process step for all MEMS devices fabricated in this thesis was the
growth of a layer of thermal oxide on the surface of the silicon substrates. This oxide
serves to electrically isolate fabricated devices from the silicon wafer. Another funcdon
of the silicon dioxide was to aid in adhesion of thin films to the substrate. The furnace
used to grow the oxide films is shown in Figure 1. There are two different types of
thermally grown oxides, wet or dry. The term, wet oxide, indicates a growth environment
that includes water vapor. Dry oxidadon does not udlize water vapor; only dry oxygen
gas makes up the growth surroundings. The use of water vapor for silicon oxidadon
dramadcally increases the speed of growth however a compromise in density and quality
is made. Oxide grown by a dry process is much more dense and higher quality. A
recognized mathemadcal model used to predict oxide growth is known as the Deal-Grove
model [7]. Given a desired thickness and if the process is wet or dry, the dme of growth
can be esdmated.

Figure 1 Oxidadon Furnace
Electron Beam Metallization
Surface micromachining is an addidve process by which devices are built by the
stacking and patterning of films. These films may be either metal or dielectric in nature.
Common metal films used in MEMS processing include gold, dtanium, nickel, aluminum
and tungsten. However the most common metal used in MEMS processing is aluminum.
Metal films are usually deposited by one of several techniques, evaporadon,
electroplating, or sputtering. The basic principle of evaporation incorporates a high
vacuum chamber that contains the samples to be metalized and a source metal. Typical
pressures are less than 10"^ Torr. The low pressure provides a mean free path on the order
of meters, allowing line-of -sight deposidon. One draw back to this type of deposidon is
poor step coverage. Other advantages to low-pressure deposition are the reduction of

contamination and possible oxidation of deposited films. Thermal energy is injected into
the source metal by focused electron beam. As the temperature of the metal is increased it
should reach its vapor pressure and begin to evaporate. Device substrates are mounted at
some distance from the metal source and maintained at a much lower temperature than
the source. The metal vapor condensates on the substrate upon contact and forms a thin
metal film of the same composition as the source material. A picture of the e-beam
chamber used throughout this thesis is shown in Figure 2. The e-beam chamber was also
used to deposit silicon dioxide to be used as a dielectric material in the micromirror
devices. Today evaporation is used mainly in research laboratories and sputtering has
become the industry metallization method of choice.

Figure 2 Electron Beam Evaporator

Lithography
Now that the ability to deposit thin films has been realized it is necessary to alter
the as deposited "blanket films" into desired shapes that make up device layers. There are
three major components to lithography: photoresist application, alignment-exposure, and
development. Photoresist is a polymer material that is spun on a substrate in liquid form
while the wafer rotates at a prescribed speed. The speed of rotation of the substrate
largely determines the thickness of the applied resist [26]. An example of a spin curve for
Shipley S-series photoresist is shown in Figure 3. Usually there are specific directions for
baking the resist after application in order to drive out excess volatiles from the resist
film.
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Once the resist has been applied it is necessary to transfer the desired pattern into
the photoresist film. This is done using a mask aligner exposure tool. This tool projects
UV light through a glass mask with transparent and opaque areas on it. The mask aligner
also allows very fine positioning of the mask layer relative to existing features on the
device substrate. There are two different types of photoresist and they react to UV light in
distinctive ways. Positive resist, the type used throughout this thesis, is damaged or
weakened by UV light. Therefore, the areas that correspond to the transparent sections of
the mask will have the resist removed after a development process. Areas that were
shielded from UV light by opaque mask features will have the resist remaining in the
same exact shape as the mask feature. Negative photoresist has the reverse reaction to
UV light, but is not used for the research conducted in this thesis. A photograph of the
Canon mask aligner used for throughout this research is shown in Figure 4. The
development process mentioned earlier is a chemical immersion that dissolves the
weakened photoresist into solution and removes it from the wafer. Lithography is the
most frequendy used process for micromirror fabrication.
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Figure 4 Canon Mask Aligner
Wet Etch
Lithography is only used to create a pattern in photoresist. It is then necessary to
transfer this pattern to the thin film either directiy below or above the patterned
photoresist. The term, wet etching, refers to the chemical removal of the exposed areas of
a thin film that is not protected by photoresist. This process is done by immersing the
wafer in a chemical bath specific to the material to be removed. The selection of etchant
is extremely important because sometimes chemicals will attack more than one type of
material at the same rate. It is always desirable to find an etch that greatly favors the
material to be removed with minimal attack on the masking layer, such an etch is called
"selective". Chemical etches can be performed at room or elevated temperatures.
Undercut is often a problem when dealing with very small features. This occurs when the
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chemical etch attacks the exposed sidewalls of the film being etched under the
photoresist. Looking at Figure 5 object A shows a situation in which no undercutting
occurred during the wet etch. Object B shows a situation in which significant undercut is
observed.

Photoresist.
Etched Film
— Substrate
Figure 5 Etch Undercut
To avoid the problems of non-selectivity and undercut, the method of lift-off is
used when the film to be patterned is sufficientiy thin. Much like the chemical etching
method, a wafer with metal deposited over patterned photoresist is placed into a beaker of
acetone that dissolves photoresist. Ultrasonic agitation is then used to enhance
penetration of acetone under the metal film. The acetone dissolves the photoresist, and
the metal layer on top of the resist is also removed. Only metal that was deposited
direcdy on the substrate remains on the silicon wafer. Because it is easy to etch most
organics selectively over inorganics, selectivity is not a problem. Acetone has no effect
on common MEMS metals and for this reason undercut will not occur. Lift off and wet
etching can often be used interchangeably, however care must be taken during mask
design because each method uses an inverse mask with respect to the other process to
achieve identical results.
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Dry Etch
Dry etching, also known as plasma etching, is a process of material removal that
doesn't use immersion in wet chemicals. In this thesis only the dry etching of photoresist
is considered, however many other materials can also be etched with the aid of plasma
etching depending on the chemistry utilized. Oxygen plasma is used to etch photoresist.
The plasma is generated in a high vacuum chamber by passing a RF current through a
coil to create a magnetic field [7]. Plasmas generated in this way are called inductively
coupled. If the voltage applied to the coil is great enough then a plasma can be
established [7]. Now there are many ions and free electrons that are accelerated back and
fourth within the plasma. The accelerated ions bombard the surface of the sample and
remove photoresist both physically by sputtering and also by burning the resist with
energy transfer. Etch byproducts are then pumped away from the surface of the sample
and out of the chamber. To increase the resist removal rate and isotropy of the etch;
fluorinated gasses can be used to enhance the chemical attack of the resist [19]. For this
research, the source gas CHF3 was used to add fluorine to the plasma. A plasma
chemistry of O2/CF4 has been shown to be ideal for removal of photoresist [25]. The gas
CF4 was not available in the Trion etch chamber used for processing therefore the
substitution of CHF3 was made. A picture of the Trion system is shown in Figure 6. It can
be shown that etch rate is a function of atomic oxygen concentration, the temperature of
the silicon wafer and the temperature of the reactor walls [1].
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Figure 6 Trion Plasma Etch System
Scanning Electron Microscope
It is very important to be able to observe the small devices made throughout this
research in great detail. Process development would have been much more difficult
without the aid of a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The SEM has unmatched
resolution and depth of field compared to optical microscopes due to the ability to
generate an arbitrarily bright beam of arbitrarily short wavelength. The devices fabricated
for this research were ideal for observation in the SEM due to their conductive nature.
All SEM systems consist of three major systems for image generation [5]. The
illumination system includes the source of the electron beam, called the electron gun. The
imaging system is positioned below the electron gun in a stack configuration called the
column. This system utilizes several magnetic lenses to shape the electron beam into the
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smallest spot size possible. SEM electron optics are diffraction limited, therefore the
wavelength of the electrons in the beam determine the limiting resolution of the
instrument. In 1924, de Broglie combined Planck's quantum theory and Einstein's
relativity, thus establishing the link between fast moving electrons and short wavelength
radiation [27]. This relationship is given as X, = h / mv, the wavelength, X, of a particle of
mass, m, with a given velocity, v, where h is Plank's constant. The wavelength of an
accelerated electron beam is given as X = 0.1 (150 / V), where V is the accelerating
voltage [27]. It can be seen that by increasing the accelerating voltage shorter
wavelengths are achievable, resulting in higher resolution imaging. The final system for
image generation is the image recording system. As the electron beam is scanned across
the specimen, secondary electrons are ejected from the sample and are then collected by a
detector and shown on a monitor. A vacuum system is necessary to maintain a column
and specimen chamber vacuum of 10"^ torr or below [5]. Several different SEMs were
used throughout the duration of this research. The specific models used were Hitachi S570, Hitachi S-5000, and Leo Supra 35. A photograph of the Leo Supra 35 is included as
Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Leo Supra 35 SEM
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CHAPTER 3 - MICROMIRROR DESIGN CONCEPT 1
Electrostatic Micromirror Design
The initial goal was to fabricate a MEMS micromirror that was electrostatically
actuated at or below 50 volts. Not only does the mirror need to operate in the prescribed
voltage range but it must also be fabricated at Texas Tech University in the Maddox Lab
with presendy available resources. The metallization could most easily be done in the
electron beam evaporator system; silicon dioxide can also be successfully deposited in
the e-beam chamber. The oxide can be used to isolate different metal levels. Sufficient
lithography capabilities are available with the lab's contact mask aligner. A plasma etch
chamber is also available for the etching of photoresist, which proved useful for
removing the sacrificial layer.
Design Concept 1
Several design rules exist due to limitations in fabrication abilities that control the
direction of the design process. In order to use a rapid prototyping process that could
facilitate many design changes during development, transparency masks were used.
These masks were made by a local print shop and are significandy more affordable than
professionally made glass masks. Features as small as 50 microns are represented well,
however these masks are no longer suitable as the geometry is reduced further. Another
consideration made when developing the first design was actuation voltage range. It was
desired to keep the voltage range below 50 volts if possible. In order to achieve this
characteristic the mirror must be much larger in planar dimension compared to the air gap
thickness. This is due to the property that for a given voltage the electromotive force
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between the two plates of a capacitor increases as the area of the plates is increased.
Equation 3.1 represents the electrostatic force of attraction between the two plates of the
capacitor [8]. The symbols are represented as follows: VQ = Applied Voltage, e =
Dielectric Constant, A = Area, XQ = Plate spacing.

F=^

VhA
2X1

(3.1)

Consideration must also be given to the performance of the resist etching process, see
Chapter 5. Only 60 microns of lateral undercut can be achieved, so for structures larger
than this, access holes must be present in order for complete structure release. An
example of the access holes needed for device release is shown schematically in Figure 8.
The figure represents the view of the suspended top electrode of the micro mirror
structure. Each etch hole is 40 microns in diameter and the spacing between holes is 100
microns center to center. Note that the figure is not to scale.

Figure 8 Mask With Etch Holes
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Photoresist Supported Micromirrors
The first mirror design considered was a round mirror with a photoresist
supported top electrode. The benefit to utilizing part of the sacrificial layer for the
support structure is that the fabrication process complexity is reduced. Another positive
outcome of using this type of design is that very minimal metal step coverage is needed.
Since most metallization is performed with an evaporation system it is important to note
that features with aspect ratios greater than one likely will not achieve adequate step
coverage [7]. Before fabricating the round mirror design several calculations were
performed to predict the compliance of the mirror to voltage input. As a starting point,
the dimensions used for the simulation were a 1 mm mirror diameter and an identically
sized lower electrode. An air gap thickness of 3 microns was used because an operation
range of 1 micron was desired and due to the nonlinear instabilities, known as snapthrough only one third of the entire gap is usable for stable control. A thickness of 3000
A was used for the metal membrane mirror surface.
For the mirror simulation calculations, two equations were utilized to predict the
actuation voltages of the structure. One expression was the displacement equation for a
circular membrane spring with clamped perimeter, and the other expression was for the
electrostatics of a capacitor to predict the force per unit area on the membrane given a
source voltage. The displacement equation for the circular clamped membrane is shown
as equation 3.2 [8]. The symbols are represented as follows: E = Young's Modulus, P =
Pressure on membrane, v = Poisson's ratio, Y = displacement of center, a = radius, t =
membrane thickness.
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Pia
~E
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(3.2)

Knowing that Pressure equals force over an area, this equation is solved
simultaneously with equation 3.1, shown previously, to obtain the unknowns of either
displacement or voltage. Aluminum was used as the membrane material in the
simulation. Performing the calculations, to deflect the membrane center 1 micron requires
only 1.75 volts. Any voltage slighdy greater than this value should in theory snap the
mirror down to the substrate causing contact with the lower electrode and shorting the
device. The calculation agreed with the design specification of driving voltages lower
than 50 volts, therefore the design continued to fabrication.
The mirror was to be fabricated on a silicon substrate, consisting of two metal
layers separated by a 3 micron resist spacer. Access holes, similar to those shown in
Figure 8, would be made in the mirror surface to enable release of the device by the
oxygen plasma etch. Only the photoresist directly under the center of the mirror structure
was removed enabling the perimeter to be supported by unremoved resist. A radial
pattern was used for the etch hole placement on the round mirrors. The completed device
is shown below in Figure 9. The wide band around the perimeter of the top surface is a
layer of gold deposited on top of the structural membrane to be used as a bond pad. The
bonding pad for the lower electrode is shown in the lower right hand corner of the SEM
micrograph.
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Figure 9 Round Membrane Mirror
Most of these mirrors had an electrical short in them. This may have been caused
by the photoresist support not acting as a sufficient insulator, or perhaps the perimeter of
the top electrode make contact with the bottom electrode. As the sacrificial layer is
removed from below the mirror it is also removed from the perimeter at the same rate. A
total of 20 - 50 microns of resist is removed from under the perimeter of the top electrode
metal. It is then possible for this unsupported metal to fall down to the substrate and
cause a short with the bottom electrode. Evidence of this is shown in Figure 10, a detail
image of the edge of the mirror. Once voltage is applied across the mirror, the undercut
edge is able to deflect easily; possibly making contact at much lower voltages than
required to land the mirror membrane.
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Figure 10 Round Mirror Edge Detail
Several mirrors fabricated did not show signs of electrical shorting and were used
to test actuation of the metal membrane. A Veeco NT 1100 surface profilometer was used
to measure deflection of the mirror surface. The largest deflection achieved was limited
to 0.1 microns at 20 volts. Each mirror that was tested failed when the applied voltage
was raised above 20 volts. Either snap-through or tearing of the metal membrane were
observed modes of device failure. This result shows much lower performance than
predicted. Some reasons believed to be the cause of the low mirror deflection are a
leakage current between the two electrodes or an error in modeling the properties of the
metal membrane. The Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the metallic thin film were
taken to be the properties of thin film aluminum metal [17]. This may have not been a
valid assumption, however errors in these values would not have caused as great of an
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effect on the predicted function of the device as was noticed. Therefore it is more likely
that there is some other electrical problem with the mirrors during testing.
Metal Supported Micromirrors
In response to the problem of electrical shorting with the resist supported mirrors
it was decided to redesign for a metal supported version. Here, the perimeter of the
device is no longer exposed resist, but a metal film. The metal structure steps up from the
substrate to the surface of the mirror and holds the metal membrane the prescribed
distance from the substrate. A comparison of the two stacks is shown schematically in
Figure 11. The resist supported mirrors described in the previous section have a crosssection similar to object A. Metal supported micromirrors, discussed in this section, have
a cross-section similar to object B.

Top Electrode
Photoresist Support
Bottom Electrode
Si Substrate

A

Top Electrode
Oxide Insulator
Bottom Electrode
" ^ Si Substrate

g ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m

*Not to Scale
Figure 11 Mirror Stack Comparison: A Resist Support, B - Metal Via Support
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Several geometries were fabricated in the 1 mm square size range. The first metal
supported design consisted of a square membrane mirror. Much like the previous round
mirror, this design had a continuous metallic top electrode with etch release holes as
shown in Figure 8. A SEM micrograph of one of the first square mirror devices is shown
in Figure 12. This device retains the same release etch holes as the round mirror design.
The etch hole layout was later changed to a rectangular array pattern. The two structures
on the sides of the device are bond pads for the top and bottom electrodes. These
membrane devices were also plagued with electrical shorting problems. All of the square
mirrors of this version were defective and could not be actuated. A suspected location of
the electrical problem was a deposited oxide layer that resides between the lower
electrode and the support structure for the upper electrode. If this film was not acting as a
sufficient insulator then the device would be shorted.
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Figure 12 Eariy Square Membrane Device
Analysis Of Deposited Oxide
Further investigation of the quality of the e-beam deposited oxide was required to
determine if the oxide was flawed. It was hypothesized that pinholes in the oxide could
cause shorting if the metal deposited on the oxide is able to travel through the holes. The
porosity of the oxide may also affect the dielectric properties of the film. A change in
actual dielectric constant from the predicted value used for design could significandy
alter the performance of the capacitors from their design specifications. An Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) was used to collect a topographical profile of the surface of the
deposited oxide. The oxide was deposited on a silicon substrate coated with gold to
simulate the lower electrode of a mirror structure. The thickness of the oxide was thought
to be 1000 angstroms due to the measurement made during e-beam deposition. An AFM
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image of the deposited oxide surface is shown in the top left corner of Figure 13.
Measurements on the image are also represented in the figure.
A height profile was measured along the line drawn on the AFM image. Below
the oxide image is the plot showing the thickness variation of the thin film. From this
plot, measurement of pinhole depth, pinhole width, and crystal width were made.
Measurement 0 shows the pinhole radius to be 0.392 microns. It is also easy to see by
measurement 1 that the pinhole depth is greater that 1000 angstroms, which is the entire
thickness of the film. The width of the oxide crystal or "pillar" like structures observed in
the film is shown by measurement 2 at a width of 1.02 microns. This information
supports the claim that the oxide film is indeed a porous film with pinholes through the
entire thickness of the layer. Therefore it can be concluded that when metal is deposited
on this layer in a quantity greater than 1000 angstroms, the pinholes serve as electrical
contact between the metal layers that the oxide was designed to separate. A three
dimensional image of the oxide surface is shown in Figure 14. This image clearly shows
the porosity of the oxide and the pinhole depth relative to the thickness of the film.
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CHAPTER 4 - MICROMIRROR DESIGN CONCEPT 2
The devices described in the previous chapter were fundamental in developing the
processing techniques to successfully fabricate an electrostatically actuated metal
supported MEMS micromirror. Lessons were learned throughout their development and
new design rules were established. Most notable the deposited oxide film fell far short of
its predicted performance. The AFM images shown previously confirm an especially
undesirable porous film leading to the threat of short circuits. A large number of etch
holes were needed in the previous mirror design due to the large size of the suspended
mirror plate. The etch holes reduce the surface area of the mirror which is undesirable for
optical applications; therefore a mirror made without etch holes would be the best option.
Design Concept 2
At this stage in the design process the primary goal was to simplify the structure
as much as possible and retain functional properties. It was decided to focus on onedimensional motion of the mirror that allows for much less complicated geometries. The
last concept 1 mirror fabricated had four individual springs to hold the mirror plate above
the substrate. Concept 2 mirrors will consist of a double clamped beam structure of 100
microns by 200 microns in size. This size was determined by performance of the resist
undercut procedure that has a lateral etch limit of 60 microns. Therefore any structure
less than 120 microns in width could be completely undercut without the need for etch
holes. Another factor for choosing this geometry was the limiting resolution factors of the
transparency masks used for lithography. The transparency masks were prepared at a
local print shop in town at a resolution of 3000 dpi. Minimum line width size was limited
to 50 microns. A feature smaller than 50 microns will no longer have clean and defined
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edges on the mask. The air gap, or space between bottom and top electrodes, will remain
at 3 microns as in the Concept 1 design. Again this air gap size was chosen because it
would allow a full micron of deflection before snap through. It was also convenient that
Shipley SI827 is a commercially available photoresist that can be spun to 3 microns quite
easily. An improvement over the Concept 1 design was the bridging upper electrode
design. To eliminate the electrical shorting issues as seen previously the upper electrode
was built to stand over the lower electrode instead of on top of it. This idea is illustrated
in Figure 15. The current mirror design with the bridging upper electrode is labeled as
object B while the previous mirror design, object A, shows the top electrode built direcdy
on top of the lower electrode. Building the bridging mirror design will prevent the oxide
quality from altering the functionality of the device.

Top Electrode
Oxide Insulator
Bottom Electrode
Si Substrate
Top Electrode
Bottom Electrode
Si Substrate

B

*Not to Scale
Figure 15 Concept I and 2 Stack Comparison: A- Concept 1 Cross Section,
B- Concept 2 Cross Section
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Calculating Snap-Through Voltage
A snap through voltage of less than 50 volts was desired for this mirror just as in
the previous devices. Therefore a mathematical model had to be used in order to predict
the compliance of the mirror membrane. Equations were needed for spring constant of the
beam and also electrostatic force generated between the two electrodes. The equation for
electrostatic force generated on a capacitor was used in the previous chapter but will be
shown here for convenience as equation 4.1 [8]. The symbols are represented as follows:
VQ = Applied Voltage, e = Dielectric Constant, A = Area, XQ = Plate spacing.
f,-^

(4.1)

Knowing the force applied to the system one needs to know the spring constant of the
beam in order to deduce the deflection of the center of the beam. This relationship is
expressed as follows in equation 4.2 [8]. The symbols are represented as follows: K =
Spring Constant, a = Distance from clamped edge to beam center, E = Young's Modulus,
t = Film Thickness of Beam, v = Poisson's Ratio.
K=

64;r
Et'
a' 12(1-v')

(4.2)

Also knowing the definition of the spring constant of force over distance, the
displacement can be calculated for a given voltage. The definition of the spring constant
is shown by equation 4.3 [2]. The symbols are represented as follows: F = Force Incident
On Beam, x = Displacement Of The Beam Center.
K=-
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(4.3)

Substituting equation 4.3 into equation 4.2 and solving this simultaneously with equation
4.1 it is possible to extract the displacement for a given voltage or voltage needed for a
specified displacement. For a displacement of 1 micron the voltage necessary was
calculated to be 20 Volts. This is well within the 50 Volt design rules.
Integral Charge Sensor
The ability to operate in the lower two thirds of the gap is desired; nonetheless
with simple open loop voltage control this is an impossible task. The snap-through or
pull-in phenomenon limits the operating region of an electrostatic MEMS device
controlled using a constant bias voltage to only one third of its physical deflection range.
It has been shown that by controlling the charge on the actuator any static deflection
inside the full gap range can theoretically be stabilized [18]. Some existing approaches to
this problem use passive charge feedback, implemented, for example, through a series
capacitor. Others use open-loop charge control, involving the application of charge to a
fixed capacitor, and the transfer of that charge to the MEMS [3, 6, 20, 21]. This chapter
reports the fabrication of a fixed capacitor, integrated into the MEMS device as part of
the fixed drive electrode. A diagram of the cross section of a device with the inclusion of
the auxiliary electrode is shown in Figure 16.

Top Electrode
Aux. Electrode
Bottom Electrode
Si Substrate
*Not to Scale
Figure 16 Micromirror With Auxiliary Electrode
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Such an on-chip series capacitor has the potential to significandy improve device
performance by eliminating the parasitic effects observed in an off-chip series capacitor.
Benefits claimed by the use of the proposed common electrode design include the
elimination of the need for extra wiring, which may introduce inductance, capacitance,
and induced voltage to the measurement circuit. With a known value of series
capacitance, charge on the actuator can be calculated and used in off-chip control circuits.
The devices are intended to test voltage control laws now under development. The
Concept 2 structures include the auxiliary electrode described above, to establish an
integrated capacitor in order to make the desired charge measurement. The goal of this
research is to validate that the auxiliary electrode does in fact provide a significant
voltage reading that can be used to determine the charge on the main drive electrodes. In
order to ensure a detectable voltage the auxiliary capacitor was designed to have a
capacitance at least ten times greater than that of the mirror itself. The smallest practical
area of the auxiliary capacitor was 20 by 100 microns. Therefore the auxiliary capacitor
was made significandy larger than required; however the device should function
regardless. The resolution limit of mask fabrication was the only reason for the inability
to scale the auxiliary electrode smaller.

Fabricated Mirror with Charge Sensor
Concept 2 mirrors were fabricated with the integrated charge sensor. These
devices were fabricated with evaporated Ti-Al-Ti Top electrode and resist sacrificial
layer just like the last of the Concept 1 mirrors. Further discussion of metal selection is
presented in Chapter 5. Two additional process steps were added along with two mask
layers to account for the auxiliary electrode fabrication. The first mask was used to
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deposit the metal and oxide in the electrode shape and another mask for later removal of
deposited oxide on top of the bond pads for both the bottom electrode and auxiliary
electrode. A SEM micrograph of the top view of a completely fabricated Concept 2
device is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 Top View Concept 2 Mirror
The bond pads for each electrode are the large square structures around the
perimeter of the device. The top left is the auxiliary electrode, lower left is for the top
electrode, and the lower right is the bottom drive electrode. The mirror structure is
located in the center of the surrounding bond pads. A higher magnification micrograph is
shown in Figure 18 showing only the area of the mirror structure. The suspended
membrane of the mirror appears semitransparent in the SEM so the bottom electrode can
be seen. The next micrograph, Figure 19, shows the device at a slight tilt in order to
observe the topography of the released mirror structure. One additional SEM, Figure 20,
shows the device at an angle to observe the mirror structure bridging over the bottom
electrode and the underiying auxiliary electrode deposited on the bottom electrode.
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Figure 18 Concept 2 Mirror Structure
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Mirror Performance
In order to validate the function of the device a series of capacitance-voltage tests
were run. The capacitance across the drive electrodes was measured as a range of driving
voltages was applied, from 4 to 28 volts. The trend that was expected, as the driving
voltage is increased, is that the mirror plate should be pulled in closer to the lower
electrode by the electrostatic force thereby reducing the air gap spacing. This would have
an affect of increasing the measured capacitance of the structure as well. The test setup
consisted of a HP 4275A Multi-Frequency LCR Meter that was controlled by a LabView
program on a nearby computer. A schematic representation of the test setup is shown in
Figure 22. This program is named "CVWAIT33.V1" and allows the operator to vary bias
voltage, test frequency and plot the data real time on screen. The test frequency used was
1 Mhz. It can be seen from Figure 21 that the capacitance of the micromirror structures
does in fact increase with higher driving voltages. Several tests were run in succession to
test the repeatability of the measurement. The first three tests on this device show nearly
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identical results and the fourth test has a slighdy higher starting capacitance however the
total change in capacitance over the voltage range is the same. The slight increasing trend
in the compliance of the mirror to lower voltages may be due to the fact that the tests
were all run in succession and the device could have heated up throughout the experiment
which could be attributed to inconsistency in the data.
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After verifying that the mirror plate moves for small displacements it was desired
to test the function of the auxiliary electrode. As the driving electrodes are actuated a
voltage should be detectable across the auxiliary electrode and the lower driving
electrode. In order to perform this test a voltage from 4 to 28 volts was applied across the
driving electrodes and a digital multimeter was used to measure the voltage drop across
the lower and auxiliary electrodes. A schematic representation of the test setup is shown
in Figure 24. The resulting voltage-voltage curve is shown in Figure 23. A linear
relationship is observed between the applied voltage and the detected voltage of the
auxiliary electrode. An exponential response was expected however due to the small
displacements achieved it is reasonable to consider that the results obtained are consistent
with the theoretical results.

1 -Top Electrode
2 - Bottom Electrode (fixed)
3 - Aux. Electrode

Spring
DC Voltage Source

Meter

Figure 24 V-V Test Setup
A mathematical model of the Concept 2 mirrors was developed in order to test
theoretical predictions of the mirrors position with actual experimental data. A circuit
diagram used to develop the mathematical equations is shown in Figure 25. The mirror is
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now modeled as two capacitors in series, the auxiliary capacitor and the portion of the
driving capacitor with identical area above the auxiliary electrode. This capacitance is
connected in parallel with a capacitor that represents the area of the drive electrodes that
is not in direct interaction with the auxiliary electrode.

Figure 25 Auxiliary Electrode Model Diagram
Equations were developed to calculate charge on each capacitor, capacitance of
each capacitor, and the displacement of the mirror plate. Each equation is listed below,
for a more detailed treatment of the calculations refer to Appendix B.
Q = Caux Vaux

(4.4)

C=

(4.5)

V-Vaux
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£

A

^ = ^ + -^
Cgap

(4.6)

~
Cgap £ {A - Aaux)
Cgap^-^
J
-,
Cgap d+E^^^ Aaux

(4.7)

e
(A-Aaux)
^ = -^-^-=
Cgap

(4.8)

;^ Cgap Caux
C = ^ ° '^ .
Cgap + Caux

(4 9)

Q = {C + C)V

(4.10)

The data from Figure 23 was used in conjunction with Equations 4.7, 4.9, and
4.10 to calculate the theoretical capacitance of the mirror device. The result is shown
below in Figure 26. As can be seen the capacitance ranges from 22 pF to 30 pF. The
actual capacitance measured shown in Figure 27 only ranges from 26.3 pF to 26.8 pF.
This lower range could be attributed to the mirror plate not moving as a flat rigid body
like the model is assuming. However it is interesting to note that the measured
capacitance falls in the expected range of the theoretical capacitance. Since it was shown
that the mathematical model produces reasonable capacitance numbers it would now be
interesting to look at how the model predicts the displacement of the mirror. The
theoretical mirror displacement is calculated using Equation 4.6 or 4.8 and the result is
shown in Figure 28. The mirror displaces 0.58 fxm over an actuation range of 0 to 20
volts. The actual mirror displacement was measured with a Wyco Veeco NT 1100
Optical Profile instrument. Two measurements were taken, one at the unactuated state
and another at an applied voltage of 20 volts. The actual mirror displaced 0.557 yivn over
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the 20 volt actuation range. This shows a difference of only 0.023 fxm between theory and
actual measurement. Therefore the function of the auxiliary electrode is validated.
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CHAPTER 5 - FABRICATION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
Hard Bake Effect On Photoresist Profile
When depositing metal over a vertical step feature attention must be made to alter
the profile of the step in order to achieve a continuous thin film. Methods of metallization
commonly used for surface micromachining include evaporation and sputtering.
Evaporation is known to be an intrinsically directional process thereby having great
difficulty covering step sidewalls. A continuous film can be deposited using evaporation
for slopes of less than 0.5 and coverage becomes questionable up to slopes of 1 [7].
Sputtering has slighdy improved step coverage characteristics due to the greater energy
of metal atoms when they come into contact with the sample surface. An example of
incomplete step coverage due to undesirable step profile can be seen in Figure 30. The
metal on this device was deposited by electron beam evaporation therefore film
continuity is extremely dependent on resist step profile.
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Figure 30 Noncontinous Step Coverage
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In order to confront this issue in device fabrication an experiment was conducted
to observe the resist profile modification by the use of a post development bake in a
convection oven. By performing this post bake the attempt was made to achieve a
sidewall slope of less than 0.5, thereby improving step coverage and also to drive out
volatiles in the photoresist to reduce contamination during metallization process. The
experiment consisted of the application of Shipley SI827 photoresist on a 2-inch silicon
wafer. The parameters for the processing of the resist can be found in Table 1.
Table 1 Photoresist Processing Recipe
Spin Speed

3500 RPM

Soft Bake

120°C for 1 minute

Exposure

20 seconds

Develop

45 seconds

The silicon wafer was cleaved into seven sections and an iterative hard bake was
performed at 120 C for a duration between 0 and 60 minutes. The specific hard bake
times used were as follows: 0, 1,3, 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. Each sample was then
cross-sectioned in order to observe the photoresist step profile. A Hitachi S-5000 SEM
was used to image the samples and observe the step at 18kV. The micrographs are
included below in chronological order of hard bake duration.
Initially the photoresist profile without the use of any post bake was investigated.
The SEM cross-section can be seen in Figure 31. Measuring the thickness versus rise
distance of the photoresist step, the slope was calculated to be 1.64.
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Figure 31 S1813 Photoresist No hard bake
A one-minute hard bake was performed and the cross-section was observed as
before and can be seen in Figure 32. The slope of the profile was calculated to be 0.7712.
This shows a significandy altered resist edge, the sharp upper edge as seen in Figure 31
has been softened to a smoother transition. Slight delaminating of the photoresist can be
seen at the silicon-resist interface. This can most likely be attributed to cleaving the
silicon wafer for cross-section SEM.
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Figure 32 S1813 Photoresist 1 min hard bake
A three-minute post bake was then performed on a sample cleaved from the same
wafer as the previous two samples. The SEM cross-section can be observed in Figure 33.
The slope of the profile was found to reduce to a value of 0.502. This slope is
approaching nominal values that will allow the deposition of a continuous film of metal
over the photoresist step.

Figure 33 S1813 Photoresist 3 min hard bake
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In order to observe the limits of S1813 profile modification, hard bake
experiments will be performed to one full hour to see if steady state equilibrium is
established. The next iteration in hard bake duration was five minutes and the SEM crosssection can be observed in Figure 34. The measured slope 0.5, this value is not a
significant change from the previous three-minute hard bake. Therefore it can be
observed that the change in profile is slowing gready with bake times over five minutes.

Figure 34 S1813 Photoresist 5 min hard bake
The next iteration of a ten-minute hard bake shows again only a small change in
slope from the last experiment. A SEM cross-section of the ten-minute bake profile is
shown in Figure 35. The measured slope taken from the micrograph was 0.484, a change
of only 3.5 percent.
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Figure 35 S1813 Photoresist 10 min hard bake
In Figure 36 noticeable reflow of the photoresist can be seen specifically at the
silicon-resist interface for a hard bake of 30 minutes. The body of the structure is
absorbing the delaminated edge of the resist. The measured slope of this profile was
0.464 a change of only 4.1 percent.

Figure 36 S1813 Photoresist 30 min hard bake
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The final hard bake performed was for a duration of 60 minutes and the SEM
cross-section can be observed in Figure 37. From the micrograph the measured slope was
found to be 0.443 a change of 4.5 percent from the 30 minute hard bake. The body of the
resist has further absorbed the delaminated edge of the resist and the profile appears
much lower and smooth.

Figure 37 S18I3 Photoresist 60 min hard bake
The data collected from the above micrographs is illustrated in Figure 38. It can
be seen that the greatest change in resist profile occurs in the first five minutes of the post
bake then the slope remains relatively constant at a value of just under 0.5.
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Isotropic Photoresist Etch Development
The most delicate process step during the fabrication of the micromirror structures
is the photoresist removal. Although isotropic photoresist removal is quite common in
both industrial and academic settings, the application presented in this thesis is quite
different. Most plasma resist etches consist of an oxygen plasma at high powers to strip
everything off of the surface of the silicon substrates. The application presented in this
thesis is the use of fluorinated oxygen plasma to achieve extreme lateral undercut of
suspended MEMS thin film structures. The delicate nature of the suspended metal thin
films drives the need to develop an etch that is not only completely isotropic but one that
removes underlying photoresist without damaging exposed freestanding metal structures.
Therefore the chemical attack of the resist must be optimized and the physical ion
bombardment of the sample surface must be minimized. The addition of fluorinated gas
was to speed the etch rates of the resist. Fluorine acts by reacting with hydrogen on the
polymer backbone of the photoresist to produce reactive sites and to also increase the
levels of atomic oxygen in the plasma [19].
Process conditions for the first resist etch experiments consisted of an oxygen
plasma with fairly high Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) power and Inductively Coupled
Plasma (ICP) power. Fluorine was added to the plasma by introducing the source gas
CzFfi and a chamber pressure of 400 mT was maintained. Table 2 lists the recipe used for
this process.
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Table 2 Photoresist Etch Recipe 1
ICP Power

300 Watts

RIE Power

100 Watts

Chamber Pressure

400 mT

O2 Flow Rate

50 seem

CjFe Flow Rate

5 seem (5%)

This process proved to be quite anisotropic, aided by the deposition of
fluorocarbons on the resist sidewalls. As can be seen in Figure 39 the resist has been
removed in the etch holes however little to no undercut can be observed. With the
fluorocarbon deposition this etch will never become isotropic so the choice of fluorine
source gas had to be reconsidered.

Figure 39 Etch Results Recipe 1
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In order to reduce fluorocarbon deposition a change in source gas was made.
Since fluorocarbon deposition at high processing pressures can be attributed to C2F6 it
makes sense to change to process gases. The only other halocarbon available in the
current etch chamber was CHF3. Its oxide etching capabilities are known therefore it will
become important to monitor the etch end point closely in order to maintain oxide
removal at a minimum. An optimum source gas of fluorine for this etch would be one
that does not contain any trace of carbon, such as NF3. However, this gas was not
currently available in the Trion etch chamber. The next etch experiment consisted of
performing a resist etch with recipe 1, with the exception of CHF3 in place of CjFg. This
will be referred to as recipe 2 and is documented in Table 3.
Table 3 Photoresist Etch Recipe 2
ICP Power

300 Watts

RIE Power

100 Watts

Chamber Pressure

400 mT

O2 Flow Rate

50 seem

CHF3 Flow Rate

2 seem

A SEM micrograph of the post etch result is seen in Figure 40. The total process
time was 20 minutes, which was accomplished by 4 separate 5 minute processes. A far
different outcome is seen in this figure when compared to the previous result. The etch
hole structures appear to be widening and have extremely vertical resist sidewalls. The
best explanation for this is that the etch was successfully removing the resist under the
metal, however as soon as the resist is removed from beneath the metal the high RIE
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power then removes the metal by the intense ion bombardment. The process of resist
undercut and unsupported metal removal continues as long as etching is allowed to
proceed, resulting in the stripping of all photoresist supported metal from the substrate.

Figure 40 Etch Result Recipe 2
Undesirable widening of the etch holes led to the conclusion that at least a small
amount of undercut had been accomplished. However, the metal removal must be
eliminated in order for the process to be considered a success. The first step was to
reduce the RIE power and see if that had any affect on the metal removal problem.
Therefore, recipe 3 consisted of all the same parameters shown in its previous
counterpart, with only half of the RIE power used in recipe 2. Table 4 lists the exact
conditions established for recipe 3.
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Table 4 Photoresist Etch Recipe 3
ICP Power

300 Watts

RIE Power

50 Watts

Chamber Pressure

400 mT

O2 Flow Rate

45 seem

CHF3 Flow Rate

2 seem

It can be seen below in Figure 41 that the etch holes were not significandy
widened as before. However, the photoresist removal rate had also been reduced
significandy, as this sample utilized the same process time as before and there is
incomplete removal of exposed material. The reduced removal rate was expected because
the sputtering action of the high RIE power used before would have removed a lot of
material.

Figure 41 Etch Result Recipe 3
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Slight undercut can be seen near the etch hole perimeter along with visible metal
damage. To further illustrate the metal damage a higher magnification micrograph is
shown in Figure 42 of the same structure. There is obvious damage to the released metal
apparent by it being bent downward and rough in surface texture as if it had been
sandblasted. Both of these attributes could be caused by a RIE power that remains at a
level that is higher than acceptable levels.

Figure 42 Metal Damage Detail Recipe 3
Experimentation continued with the adjustment of the processing recipe 3 to
incorporate a still lower level of RIE power to compensate for metal damage. It is desired
to reduce all forms of physical etch to a minimum and maintain the chemical attack of the
dry etch at a maximum level. Table 5 shows the current recipe, version 4, used at this
point in process development.
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Table 5 Photoresist Etch Recipe 4
ICP Power

300 Watts

RIE Power

15 Watts

Chamber Pressure

400 mT

O2 Flow Rate

45 seem

CHF3 Flow Rate

2 seem

Several trials were performed in order to determine the lowest level of RIE power
that could be used and maintain a stable plasma in the etch chamber. The outcome of
these tests resulted in the nominal value of 15 watts of RIE power needed to maintain
plasma in the chamber. Using a RIE power of less than 15 watts would result in no
apparent plasma generation. Figure 43 shows the etched sample after a 20 minute process
with recipe 4.

Figure 43 Etch Result Recipe 4
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It can be seen from this micrograph that metal damage is present however the
metal is not being removed. Cracking and curling of the metal can be seen and this is still
not a desirable process outcome. In the same fashion as presented previously a higher
magnification micrograph of the metal damage is shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44 Metal Damage Detail Recipe 4
At this point in the process development the situation has raised that the RIE
power can no longer be reduced any further and the metal damage remains. If the power
cannot be reduced further then another method of reducing the ion bombardment on the
samples surface must be established. One hypothesis was to increase the chamber
pressure thereby reducing the free mean path of ions. This will cause more random
collisions in the plasma and lessen the number of ions that hit the metal normal to the
suri^ace. An increase in isotropy should also occur by the greater randomized nature of the
plasma due to scattering. Table 6 presents the processing conditions for this stage in the
process development.
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Table 6 Photoresist Etch Recipe 5
ICP Power

300 Watts

RIE Power

15 Watts

Chamber Pressure

450 mT

O2 Flow Rate

40 seem

CHF3 Flow Rate

2 seem

Increasing chamber pressure slighdy had the following positive effects on the
photoresist etch. As can be seen in Figure 45 metal damage has been reduced to
acceptable levels and significant undercut is observed. Regions of freestanding metal
appear lighter in contrast to regions in which photoresist remains. This effect is a
consequence of imaging freestanding thin films with an SEM. Secondary electrons are
being emitted at both the top and bottom surface of the freestanding metal. This effect is
known to electron microscopists as the teardrop effect.

Figure 45 Etch Result Recipe 5
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Further evidence that the lighter regions are in fact undercut is shown in Figure
46. This image takes a glancing angle view of the sample allowing one to view the gap
between the metal membrane and the silicon substrate. It is also worth noting the
condition of the metal, planar and undamaged.

Figure 46 Etch Detail Recipe 5
Now that a suitable recipe for resist removal has been established, it is necessary
to determine the practical lateral undercut limit and etch rates for both vertical and
undercut resist removal. The total amount of processing time for the sample shown above
was 20 minutes and an undercut of 16//m was achieved. To determine the undercut etch
rate, the above sample was processed for discrete time intervals until the desired undercut
was achieved. Specifically, the sample was processed for 10 additional minutes, imaged
and measured, and 15 more minutes then imaged and measured. Immediately following
the additional 10 minute etch the micrograph shown in Figure 47 was obtained. The
undercut as determined by the image was 21 /^m for a total processing time of 30
minutes. Repeating the same procedure for another 15 minute etch, the undercut was
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determined to be 62 fim for a total processing time of 45 minutes. Figure 48 is a
micrograph corresponding to the 45 minute resist etch.

Figure 47 Recipe 5 Processing Time 30 minutes

Figure 48 Recipe 5 Processing Time 45 minutes
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The data collected from these experiments is shown graphically in Figure 49.
Looking at the data it might be unclear why the undercut etch rate seems to be increasing
with time, however this was expected because no undercut is possible until the resist is
etched vertically below the metal surface. Therefore as more resist sidewall is exposed
the faster the etch is allowed to proceed.
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Figure 49 Undercut Etch Progress

Determined from the above experiment the average resist etch rate for dimensions
up to 60 pim is 1.4 //m/min. The vertical etch rate as found from additional experiments
of etching blanket films of photoresist on silicon without metal was found to be 1.5
//m/min. This dry resist etch proves to be a near completely isotropic process.
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Thin Film Metal Stress Study
When building MEMS with released structures attention must be given to the
stress state of the released film. Usually planar surfaces are desired and to achieve this
one must ensure that the released layer has as low of a stress state as possible. If an
adhesion layer is used that is a different material than the structural film then a layer
identical to the adhesion layer must be deposited on top of the structural metal to balance
the stress interaction between the two different materials.
To determine a suitable metal stack for the TTU electrostatic micromirrors an
experiment was conducted which consisted of constructing four versions of the same
device all with different metal stacks for the released film. Once the device was undercut
the mirror surface was examined with an SEM to look for planarity and surface quality.
The four metal stacks that were considered are as follows: Ti-Au, Al, Ti, Ti-Al-Ti. The
first metal stack utilized was a titanium and gold layer. The titanium was needed for its
adhesion characteristics and the placement of gold on top of the titanium would benefit
both electrical conductivity and optical reflectivity of incident light. Each of these metals
is quite straightforward to deposit in an electron beam evaporator, which further
supported the decision to use them for the first version of the micromirror device. The
thickness of each metal used was 3000 A titanium and 1000 A gold. After fabricating and
releasing this mirror structure significant stress could be observed in the form of curiing
or potato chipping of the suspended film. This structure is shown in Figure 50. The result
shown is extremely undesirable and further work was needed to develop a planar stress
balanced film.
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Figure 50 Ti Au Film Stack
For the next experiment the gold was eliminated and a single film of titanium was
used. The thought was that a single metal film would give useful information of the stress
state of as deposited individual metals. It was also hypothesized that a single layer would
not have the same bimetal interaction that was seen in the Ti - Au film. The titanium film
was deposited to a thickness of 3000 A in an e-beam evaporator over a sacrificial layer of
photoresist. Figure 51 shows an image of a micromirror fabricated with the titanium
monofilm. The mirror is not completely released however the support springs are
undercut and are showing signs of curvature. Even though this film is easier to deposit
than the Ti - Au bilayer, it shows no improvement in stress reduction or surface flatness.
This experiment illustrates that the titanium film adheres very well to the substrate and
underlying device structure and therefore must be used as an adhesion layer before
depositing structural metal films in future experiments.
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Figure 51 Ti Single Layer
The next attempt to achieve a low stress suspended metal film was the use of an
evaporated aluminum single layer of 3000 A in thickness. Many freestanding MEMS
structures are fabricated with sputtered aluminum films that show to have low stress and
acceptable adhesion properties. It was not feasible in the Maddox lab to deposit a
sputtered aluminum film therefore an evaporated one was fabricated. As can be seen in
Figure 52 the patterned and undercut aluminum film shows very poor adhesion and also
appears to break apart or crumble. The adhesion around the perimeter of the mirror is
such that large areas of aluminum have broken off during the undercutting process. A
positive result is that the mirror plate itself along with the spring structures show to be
relatively flat which indicates that the aluminum layer is in fact a low stress film and
would be a suitable choice if adhesion could be improved.
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Figure 52 Al Single Layer
Summarizing the lessons learned so far during the stress reduction experiment, it
was learned that titanium has excellent adhesion properties but aluminum does not. It was
also shown that titanium, as deposited, has significant residual stress however aluminum
has low as deposited stress. Therefore these two metals can be used in combination to
achieve a low stress metal structure that will adhere to an underiying substrate.
Consideration must be given to any bimetal stress interaction that may occur as in the Ti
- Au film stack. The next proposed film stack consists of a thin titanium adhesion layer
with a thick structural aluminum film followed by another titanium film of the identical
thickness of the adhesion layer. Specifically the metal stack is as follows: 100 A Ti /
3000 A Al / 100 A Ti. The patterned and undercut test structure is shown in Figure 50. It
can be seen that the metal stack has good adhesion to the substrate and shows very littie
stress induced deformation.
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Figure 53 Ti Al Ti Metal Stack
Each trial of the experiment lead the project to the final conclusion that the
trimetal stack of Ti - Al - Ti was the best choice for a self supported metal structure.
This same structure can be patterned many different ways in order to create a wide range
of top electrode shapes. One more step to increase the flatness of the mirror membrane
might be to expose the released structures to an argon plasma as discussed in [4].
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION
This thesis focused mainly on the manufacturability of MEMS micromirror
structures at the Texas Tech University Maddox Laboratory. The most notable
contributions of this work include the development of the processing steps needed to
fabricate complicated MEMS structures in the lab. These fabrication steps include an
isotropic photoresist plasma etch for undercut release of metal MEMS structures, a
photoresist profile modification procedure, and a low stress metal thin film stack for
suspended metal MEMS devices.
Key lessons learned from this research will now be discussed. The first lesson
learned was that symmetry in both device shape and also in thin film construction can be
very important for ensuring success. It was also learned that e-beam deposited oxide was
not an ideal film for electrical isolation between evaporated metal layers. Alternative
films that should be investigated include CVD oxide, CVD nitride, or even spin on glass
(SOG). Size of the device proved to be extremely important. Larger released structures
became increasingly difficult to fabricate with consistent properties. Making devices
smaller will reduce adverse affects caused by residual stress in the suspended metal
structure.
Device development led to the completion of an electrostatically actuated MEMS
device that included integrated charge sensors. It was shown that with an increase in
actuation voltage, the capacitance between the drive electrodes increased, corresponding
to the mirror gap size decreasing. A parallel test was run that determined that while
applying increasing source voltage across the drive electrodes, a voltage could be
measured between the lower drive electrode and the auxiliary electrode that also had an
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increasing trend. The voltage signal observed on the auxiliary electrode could be used as
a charge detection technique. The fundamental functionality of this device was
demonstrated, however more work must be done in order to fully understand the benefits
of the auxiliary electrode for feedback control.
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APPENDIX A - PROCESSING GUIDLINES
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Hummer II - Operation Procedure for Au Plating
1. Close vent knob. Open and close Argon tank valve.
2. Load Sample
3. Turn on Hummer (Lower Right Corner)
4. Pump down to at least 100 mT
5. Turn on High Voltage, turn knob slowly to "10"
6. Adjust gas control knob until 10 mA is achieved, and maintain this plasma current
7. Set process control knob (Lower Left corner) to 30 seconds
8. Flip process control switch to Auto
a. Machine will turn plasma off when time has expired
9. Turn voltage control back to zero and then flip switch off.
10. Turn off main power switch and immediately open vent valve all the way
11. Remove Sample
12. Clean interior of glass jar with alcohol

Important: Note that glass jar is not attached to the top plate!!!

Trion Photoresist Etch - Operation Procedure for Resist Ashing

It is important to use only 8 inch silicon wafers in the Trion if at all possible. Due
to damage to one of the lift pins in the etch chamber, 6 inch wafers often cannot be
removed from the etch chamber reliably, resulting in the need to shut down the entire
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chamber and break vacuum to open and retrieve the wafer. Needless to say, it is desirable
not to open the chamber for cleanliness and also labor issues.

1. Open nitrogen line at tank
a. Building valve and then gas valve
2. Adjust nitrogen purge at roughing pumps to 2
3. Scrubber
a. Open water line to right of scrubber
b. Press Start/On button to turn on scrubber
4. Open Oxygen Line
5. Open CHF3 Line
6. Open cooling water line to Trion Chamber Three power supply
7. Open cooling water line to Trion Chamber Three (Top of chamber)
8. Turn on Both ICP and RIE Power supplies
9. Log in to Trion control interface
10. Loading Wafer
a. Choose Maintenance button (bottom of screen)
b. Manual Transport
c. Now you can manually load the wafer into Chamber Three
d. Return to main control screen
11. Select Recipe "Robert"
12. Download recipe to chamber three
13. Go to Manual Control
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a. Be prepared to quickly close both valves on the bottom left of the screen
14. Turn on wafer Clamp
15. Open Helium bottle
16. On the control screen, turn on Gases
17. Once the pressure has reached 450 mT and Oxygen and CHF3 flow rates are at
their prescribed values, turn on RF power.
18. After the five minute program stops, turn off cooling water to top of chamber.
19. Wait 2 minutes then open cooling water and start process again.
20. Repeat until etching is complete.
21. For 3//m thick resist and 60/<m undercut 30 minutes of total processing is needed
Recipe "Robert" - Extreme Photoresist Undercut
O2 Plasma
300 W ICP
15 W RIE
40 SCCM O2
2 SCCM CHF3
450 mT Pressure

Etch Performance

Vertical Etch Rate:
1.5;/m/min
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Undercut Etch Rate:

Total Undercut Achieved
60;<m
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E-Beam Deposition - Thick Aluminum Metallization
A relatively thick aluminum metal layer of 3000 A is needed at some point during
the micromirror fabrication. This thickness of film can prove to be challenging to deposit
in the E-beam system if certain procedures are not followed. The most important things
to remember are to start at a good vacuum of about (6 x 10 ^ mTorr) and to only deposit
500 A of metal at a time allowing several minutes between concurrent depositions. If the
metal film is to be deposited over a photoresist sacrificial layer and later released then it
is necessary to utilize a titanium adhesion layer both before and after aluminum
deposition. The first titanium metal deposition is to aid in adhesion; the second titanium
deposition is to balance any stress imbalances caused by the bimetal mismatch.
For this deposition, two Aluminum filled crucibles and one Titanium filled
crucible will be needed. Two Aluminum crucibles are needed to prevent crucible
damage. Aluminum can be quite tiring to deposit however it is possible to stay the course
and achieve high quality films.

1. Use lifting motor to put a little upward pressure on the bell housing.
2. With chamber under vacuum, close gate valve.
3. Open nitrogen tank and turn on collar valve to vent chamber.
4. Once chamber comes to atmosphere close collar valve.
5. Use lifting motor to raise the bell about 4 inches above the top of the sample
holder structure.
6. Place sample wafers in the sample holder.
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7. Take off front access panel to install crucibles, note sign on bell, which shows
where to load respective crucibles.
8. Replace access panel and wipe off the o-ring gasket surfaces with Methanol. Top
first then bottom.
9. Lower bell
10. Turn on roughing pump, wait ~3 seconds then open roughing valve to begin
evacuating the chamber.
11. Wait for pressure to reach 10"^ mTorr
12. Close roughing valve then turn off roughing pump
13. Open vent valve to vent roughing pump line
14. Open gate valve, wait 4-6 hours to achieve sufficient vacuum.
15. Position Titanium crucible, deposit 100 A
16. Wait 3 minutes after deposition then switch to one of the Aluminum crucibles.
17. Deposit Aluminum maximum of 500 A at a time
18. Repeat until desired thickness is achieved, waiting 3 minutes between depositions
19. Reposition Titanium crucible and deposit 100 A
20. Wait 10 minutes to turn off cooling water
21. Wait 25 minutes after turning off water before opening the chamber
22. Unload wafers and crucibles
23. Clean chamber, wipe seals with methanol, close chamber
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Aluminum and Titanium Wet Etch
Two wet etching procedures were developed for the chemical removal of both
aluminum and titanium metals. Recipe 1 should be used when the removal of oxide is of
no concern because this etch will etch any exposed oxide. When patterning metal over
the resist sacrificial layer this recipe proves convenient because the resist protects any
grown or deposited oxide on the surface of the wafer. Recipe 2 should be used when
metal is to be patterned and it is not desired to remove any exposed oxide. An example
would be patterning the bottom electrode metal.

Recipe 1:
H2O : H2O2: HE ( 20 : 1 : 1 )
Directions: Mix up a solution of the above ratio into a plastic or any non-glass container.
Immerse wafer in solution to etch surface. Any unprotected oxide will be removed. Etch
rate is around 200 A per second.

Recipe 2: PAN Etch
H3PO4 : DIH2O : HNO3: CH3COOH ( 16 : 10 : 1 : 1 )
Directions: Mix up a solution of the above ratio into a glass beaker and place in heated
water bath. Set water bath temperamre to 40 °C. Immerse wafer in solution. The etch
rate is about 100 A per second.
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Highlv Selective Gold Etch
When processing with gold it is sometimes difficult to find etchants that won't
attack the other materials also on the wafer. This etch works flawlessly on gold, but
won't attack oxide, aluminum or titanium.

Recipe:
Iodine, I2
Potassium Iodide, KI
Deionized Water, DI HjO
Kl: I2: DI H2O (10 g : 2.5 g : 1000 ml)

Directions: Fill a large beaker with 1000 ml of DI H2O. Measure out 10 grams of Kl, this
should be in granular or crystal form. Dissolve the KI in the beaker of water. You will
usually find Iodine in 1.0 Normal stock solution. Performing a simple calculation it was
determined that 2.5 g is equivalent to 15.76 ml of 1(N) solution. Therefore the final step
to make the etchant is to add 15.76 ml of I2 stock solution. Store in a bottle that blocks
external light, because the Iodine will break down if exposed to light for extended periods
of time.
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APPENDIX B - SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
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Circular Membrane - Equal Area Top and Bottom Electrode
Sanrptf CuSmittlunL-, Jti>

Circular Membrane - Top and Bottom Electrode equal areas
• Calculate electrostatic Force on top electrode
Vo := 1 . 7 5
€ := 0 . 8 8 5 ( 1 0 " - 1 1 )
A := TT ( . 0 0 0 5 ) "2
Xo := 3 ( 1 0 ^ - 6 )
Vo * 2 € A
Fo =

2Xo"2

1 . 1 8 2 6 X IQ-^
• Calculate electric pressure on top electrode
P = Fo / A
1.50573
• Calculate the displacement of the center of the membrane
V:=
t :=
Eym
a :=

0.334
3000 ( 1 0 ^ - 1 0 )
:= 71 ( 1 0 ^ 9 )
0.5 (10"-3)

Prtntect by Maihemaiica lor studente
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SttUTpIe

CuJfutaliunsjth

^-Wt <f^ J *Trk
(f^ )^3)Eyin
i-JLi

S o l v e [P == _ L L i

{{Y -> - 5 . 4 6 8 1 x 1 0 - ' - 1 . 0 3 9 9 5 x 1 0 " ^ i } ,
{Y ^ - 5 . 4 6 8 1 X IQ-'' f 1 . 0 3 9 9 5 x 1 0 * i } ,
{¥-> 1 . 0 9 3 6 2 x 1 0 *}}
• Answer: Displacement of center of membrane s 1.09 fim

Printed Dy MsrtlwmallcB tor 9tud«nis
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, yl

Circular Membrane - Segmented Bottom Electrode

Sainpie C4tii \tiiiinnL\ jii

Circular Membrane - Segmented Lower Electrode
• Calculate electrostatic Force on top electrode
A2 is partial area..
Vo := 1 . 7 5
e := 0 . 8 8 5 ( 1 0 * - 1 1 )
A2 := TT ( . 0 0 0 5 ) ^2
Xo := 3 ( l O ' ^ - e )
V o " 2 e A2
Fo2 =
2Xo"2
1 . 1 8 2 6 X 10"*
Calculate electric pressure on top electrode
P2 = Fo2 / A2
1.50573
Calculate the displacement of the center of the membrane
V:=
t :=
Eym
a :=

0.334
0.5 X 10"-6
:= 71 ( 1 0 " 9 )
0.5 <10"-3)

Pnnst

by Ma1h«(nallca tsr students
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Samitte Calculailtms jtb

S o l v e fp2 == — L J l i
L

i

LJU
(i)'^4

^

{{Y-> - 3 . 9 6 6 5 8 x 10"' - 9 . 9 2 2 2 6 x 10 '' i } ,
{Y -» - 3 . 9 6 6 5 8 X 10 ^ t 9 . 9 2 2 2 6 x 10 ' i } ,
{Y -> 7 . 9 3 3 1 6 x 1 0 ' ) }
• Answer: Displacement of center of membrane = 0.79 fim

Prtnwd by Msllwmatlca <or Students
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yl
J

Double Clamped Beam - lOOum x 200um

Stsinpft Cnii uiiiiunt.'tjih

Double Clamped Beam - 100um x 200um
• Calculate electrostatic Force on top electrode
Vo :=

20

6 := 0 . 8 8 5 ( 1 0 ^ - 1 1 )
A3 := . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 2
Xo := 3 ( I C ^ - e )
V o * 2 6 A3
Fo3 =
2 Xo"2
3 . 9 3 3 3 3 X 10 *
• Calculate the displacement of the center of the membrane
Beam made of Aluminum
V:=
t :=
Eym
a :=

0.334
3000 ( 1 0 ^ - 1 0 )
:= 71 (10-^9)
0.1 (10"-3)
64 7rx

s o l v e [Fo3 == - j ^
{{x-4

Eymt"3
i2(l-v^2)

,
' "^

1.08798x10*}}

• Answer: Displacement of center of membrane = 1.08 ^m

Printed by Ma1l^en^irlU;B <or Students
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Auxiliary Electrode Calculations
au.trletCalrJih

Auxiliary Electrode Calculations

A

(i)

A

0 = Caux Vaux
<.u. <• i.i

(O.MS 1 0 * - l l )

A I. (0.0001) (0.0003)
Aaux ! • (O.OOOl) ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 )
daax t . 1 1 0 ' - 1 0
c „ , Aaux
daojt
Plot(Kvalu«t*(|] • CauxVuix,

(Vaux, O, l . a i O * - l ) J ,

AxaxLabal •* (Vaux (V| ,

C Q4UK

^'
I.

io-»

9- l o - ' -

.../

«« 1 0 - "
_y^
1'

10-'^

1'

10-"

^y'^

,/'
0

.-•''•

aoo2S

u.m^h

tl.00075

O.QOl

a.0Cll25

O.OIJIS

u.00175

- Crap.hica •

(il)

Cgap =

IZ-Vsuix

t a p u t V o U . (<«, 0 . 1 1 0 ' - 3 ) , (!, O . K I O - . J ) ,
<« O . J J I O - O ) , ( 7 , 0 . 2 « 1 0 - - 3 ) , ( « , 0 . 3 1 1 0 - - J ) , ( 9 , 0 . 4 1 0 - - J ) ,
(10
0 . 4 4 1 0 - - J ) , (11, O . « » 1 0 - - J ) , (12, O . S J I O - O ) , (13, O . i l O - . J ) ,
(14
O M 1 0 - - J ) , (IS, 0 . 7 1 1 0 - - J ) , (14, O . 7 S 1 0 - - 3 ) , (17, O . i l l O ' - J ) ,
( I g ' O.»8 1 0 - - J ) , < t » , 0 . 9 4 1 0 - - 3 ) , ( 2 0 , 1 . 0 2 1 0 - - J ) , ( 2 1 , l . l i l O - - 3 ) ,
(22
1 1 7 1 0 - - 3 ) , (23, 1 . 2 1 0 - - 3 ) , (24, I . I S I O ' - S ) , (23, 1 . 4 4 1 0 - . 3 ) ,
(2«' l S 1 0 - - 3 > , (27, 1 . S 4 1 0 ' . 3 ) , (2«, 1 . S S 1 0 - . 3 ) , (29, 1 . 7 1 0 - - 3 ) ) ,
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(CIQaux))

matleeCatvMli

tB|ratValt I
Claar[raauit]t
raault

•

()]

Do(
r s a o l t > A|ipaBd[r<aaIt,

(lnputValt( |k,

IJJ,

Caux I n p u t V o l t [ [k, 2) J
I n p u t V o l t [ [ k , 1 ] ] - I n p u t V o l t [ [ k , 2]

, ( l i , 1 , L a n g t h l l n p u t V o i t ] , 1)

1'
raault
1 | 4 , 1 . 5 4 8 7 9 . 10 "
i 7 , 2 . 3 0 1 0 9 . 10 "
U l , 2.7(I339»1{1
I 1 4 , 2 . 9 2 6 4 4 . 10
<la, 3.02S«1>10
• 2 2 , 3 . 2 9 4 7 9 • Id
i2S, 3 . S 7 J 2 4 . m
List-Plot [raault,

It, 2.27158 .10 •*l.
19. 2.75344 . 10 •' 1, 110,2.7 2 5 9 2 • 10 " 1
. lli ' ; , 113, 2.05936 •10 •' •
1 17 2 . 0 5 1 0 8 . 10
. 10 ' , 114, 2.9040C 10 •'
.21 3. J 3 3 6 S . 10
• 1(1 ' , |20, 3.15961 . 10 -'
i25 3 . 5 4 0 5 3 . 10
. 11) ' , |24, 3.40488 . 10 •"
i29 3 . 6 3 1 7 4 V 1 0
. 10 ' , 128, ].6500>l • 10 •'

, 5 . 1

7 3 4 6 5 . 10 • 1

, >a. 2

J O 0 4 4 . 10

1, • 1 2 ,

2.7J62!

1. •: IS, 2.9124J
1 .

1 9 , J.06S05

1 .

2 3 , 3.23234

1 .

2 7 , J.579SJ

' t

JUi«BLab«l -* {V^ap ( V o l t B ^ ,

( F a r a d s ) CQ^I. ) ]

V9a{> V o l t s

10

15

20

2»

. Graphics •

(iii)

X= A +

^—^
Cgap

claar(iliaplace} j
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•}]

Mt.ietrfCal(

jjh

displace * ( ) ;

Do[
diaplaca . App«iel[diaplaca, (Inp«tVolt ( [k, 1)). 1000 1 0 * . 1 0 . <° " " ' ° ' - " > *'"'
rsaalt(|k, 2) J
, (k, 1, Langthtresult], 1)

I'
displace
1(4, 1.24283 . 10 " I , i5, 1.12038 . 10 *, , | 4, 8. 79192 . 10 ' I ,
(7, 8,69202.10 ' i , I 8, 8.37299 . 10 '; , 19, 7.42829 . 10 ' I , 10, 7.49322 . 10 ' ( ,
(11, 7.54733 • 10 ' ;, I 12, 7. 44872 . 10 ' | , U 3 , 7.19019 , 10 ' i ,
(14, 7.06032* 10 ' ;, ilS, 7.03593:.: 10 ' i , 1 It, 7. 09495 . 10 ' I . : 17, 6.99619 . 10 ),
I 10, 6.64387.10 ' ;, I 19. 4.7 7479. 10 ' ; , ; 20, 4.60196 . 10 ' I , ; 21, 6.30945 . 10 'i,
I 22, 6.3 7212-10 ' ., I 23, 6. 4 759 • 10 ' I . 24, 6 .07908 . 10 ' I, | 25, S. 94003. 10 ' ),
I 26, 5.9521 . 10 V , ;27, 5. 944 77 • 10 ' I , 20, 5.S48i . 10 V , !29, S. 07366 . 10 \ '.
I.iatPlot(displac«, AxasLabal -• ( (Volts) Vgap, (Haters) X)J

1.1-

10-^

1-

io-<

9.

10-'

0.

10-'

7.

i

- Graphicj •

(iv)

Cgap =

Cgapcgap

(A-kaux)

CgapA.f c„p Aaux
clear£resulttwo]]
rasulttwo • () I
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atiirlriCalurii

Do(
resuIttMO • Append [resulttMO,
(lap«tVolt( (k, 1)),

resultllk, 2) ] (0 . 88S 10 - • 11) (A - Aaux)
(rosultdk, J)) 1000 10--10) . (0.885 lO'-ll) AauiT ''

, (k, 1, Uengthlresult], 1)

)'
rasulttwo
I i4, 1.28175 . 10 ",• 5 , 1 . 4 2 1 8 4 . 10 " I , I t , 1 . 8 1 1 8 9 . 1 0 " I,
I 7, 1.83272 . 10 "
S . 1 . 9 0 2 5 S . 10 •» I , | 9 , 2 . U 4 5 I . 1 0 " I , I 1 0 , 2 . 1 2 5 9 2 . 10 " | ,
I 11, 2.11048. 10 " •:12, 2 . 1 3 2 9 . 1 0 " I , , 1 3 , 2 . 2 1 5 5 2 . 10 " l , : 1 4 , 2 . 2 5 4 2 7 . 10 '• .
I 15, 2.26409. 10 " •:16, J . 2 4 5 2 6 . 10 " ; , | 1 7 , 2 . 2 7 4 9 5 . 10 ' V ,
I 18, 2.32763*10 " •:19, 2 . 3 5 1 3 6 . 10 " i , I 2 0 , 2 . 4 1 2 9 2 . t o • ' , , , 2 1 , 2 . 5 2 4 7 8 . 10 " i
122, 2.4999S . 10 "
• 2 3 , 2 . 4 5 9 8 9 . 10 •-, , ( 2 4 , 2 . 6 2 0 4 6 . 10 "' , , i 2 5 , 2 . 6720 . 10 •' . ,
i26, 2.67437. 10 "
2 7 , 2 . 6 7 9 6 7 • 10 " , i 2 8 , 2 . 7 2 3 9 2 . 10 •' , , 2 9 , 2 . 7 1 2 1 1 . Jo "'i
L i s t P i o t (resulttMO, AxasLatael .. {vgap (Volts) ,

(Farads) c,.p ) I

FArAdfi C-m

2.i.

10"

2.4. 10-'
2 . 2 - lO"'VciipVOltB
1.0.

1

11

1.6.

10-'«

1.4.

lo""

• Graphics '

(iv)'

X=

^ g ^

Clear[diBplacBtMo]j
di«placatwD • {}t
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Murlrt Call Jtb

r e s u l t t v o ( ( k , 2J]
displaeetwo - Appandjdiaplacetwo, [ InputVolt [ [k, 1]], |( 0 . 8 8 9 1 0 * - l t | (A - A a u x )
, ( k , 1 , L , e n g t h [ r e s u l t t w o ] , 1)

1'
displacetwo
II 4 , 1 . 2 4 2 8 3 . 10 ' I , | 5 , 1 . 1 2 0 3 8 . 10 * . , I t , 8 . 7 9 1 9 2 . 10 ' I ,
| 7 , 8 . 6 9 2 0 2 . 1 0 ' , , 18, 8 . 3 7 2 9 9 - 1 0 ' , | 9 , 7 . 4 2 0 2 9 . 1 0 ' | ,
10,
i l l , 7 . 5 4 7 3 3 . 1 0 ' ; , I 1 2 , 7 . 4 4 8 7 2 . 10 ' ; , ; 1 3 , 7 . 1 9 0 1 9 - 10 ' i ,
I 1 4 , 7 . 0 6 0 3 2 • 10 ' , l i s , 7 - 0 3 5 9 3 . 10 ' ; ,
(18,6.84387.10\, Il9,t.77479.10'i,
|22,6.37212.10', '23,t.4759.1o'l,
,26, 5 . 9 5 2 1 . l o ' , ; 2 J , 5 . 9 4 4 7 7 . 1 0 ' | ,
ListPlotldisplacetHo,

| 1 6 , 7 . 0 9 4 9 5 . 10 ': , 17, 6 . 9 9 6 1 9 - 10 ' I,
;2O,6.60196.1o'.,
21,6.3094 5 . 1 0 ' , ,
24,6.07 90e-10'i, ,25,S.9t0O3.10',
29,5.«4 8 2 . 1 0 ' , ; 2 9 , 5 . B 7 3 6 t . l 0 ' i

AxosLAbel .* ( ( V o l t s ) Vgap,

(Meters) X ) |

Metero K
1,2-

ir<

1.1- io-»
1- 10-1
9* i « - |
8.

loi

7.

•1

7.49322.10'i,

Vgap Voltfl

1. .
I
• Graphics •
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ttu.XflrtCalijib

• AX (Theoretical - 0 to 20 Volts) s 0.58 um

Experimentally Measured Displacement
ListPlat(((a,

2.3410'-i),

( 2 0 , 1 . 7 8 3 10 ' - 6) ) J

2.2. 10"h

. . J v... Y

i

10

. CrapALCS '

dX (experimental - 0 to 20 Volts) = 0.557 um

C gap + Caux
clear[caat])
cast •

()i
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MixrlrtCalijib

.1
CBat • A i > p e n d | c ] l a t ,

I
( i n p u t V o l t I Ik, 11 ] ,

r e s u l t r jk, 2 ] ) Caux
~ iJ.
-1-1
r e s u l t l ( k , 2)J . Caux "

, ( k , 1 , L-engtta [ I n p u t V o l t J , 1)

I'
I , 4 , 1 . 5 4 8 7 5 . 10 "

, , 5 , 1.7 346 . 10 " I , ; 6 , 2 . 2 7 1 5 . 10 " i ,

, 7 , 2 . 3 0 1 . 10 '" I , : « ,
, 11, 2.70327.10 " ,
I 1 4 , 2 . 9 2 0 5 - 10 '*;. ,
, 1 8 , 3 . 0 2 8 6 7 . 10 " ,
, 2 2 , 3 . 2 9 4 6 1 . 10 " ,
| 2 6 , 3 . 5 7 4 0 4 . 10 " .
L i s t P i o t (<3at,

2 . 4 0 0 5 6 . 10 " I .

; 9 , 2 . 75333 . 10 " I ,

10, 2 . 7258 . 10 " ! ,

1 2 , 2 . 7 3 6 1 J - 10 " , , 113, J . 8 5 9 2 3 - 10 ' '
1 5 , 2 . 9 3 2 3 . 10 ••' I, I 1 6 , 2 . 9 0 3 9 1 . 10 " I ,
: 1 9 , 3 . 0 6 4 8 9 . 10 " : , I 2 0 , 3 . 1 5 9 4 5 , 10 ' '
: 2 3 , 3 . 2 3 2 1 7 . 10 " i , I 2 4 , 3 . 4 8 4 6 9 . 10 ' '
2 7 , 3 . 5 7 9 3 3 • 10 " , ( 2 8 , J . 6 5 0 6 3 - 10 "'

A i e x L a b e l .. ( v g a p ( V o l t s ) ,

,
: 1 7 , 2 . 9 5 174 - 10 " ; ,
, , 2 1 , 3 . 3335 • 10 •' ,
, , 2 5 , 3 . 5 6032 . 10 " I
, , 2 9 , 3 . 6 3 1 5 5 . 10 " ,

( P a r a d s | c,,., } j

r s r « d s C94P
3 . 5 - 10''*

) . 10"

10

15

20

25

Vqap V o l t s

• Graphics•

(Vi)

Q = (C + C) V
Clear(ei.aatl j
QLast .

Ol

Do(
Ql.ast • Append [OL.ast,
{ r e s u i t t » o ( [ k , I J ) , | r e s u l t t w o ( (k, 2 ) ) . CHat( [k, 2] { ) r o s u l t t u o j | k , 1 ) ) ) J
(k, 1, LoogthllnputVoltJ,

1)

))
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uinelrtCakjrb

L i s t P i o t ( Q L a s t , AxesL.abel .• ( (Volts) Vgap,

• _
10

(C)gi_)]

Vgapvolts
15

JD

25

• Graphics •
ClearlCtot])
ctot . O l
Oo(
ctot - Append [ctot, <rosultti«>( )k, 1]{, (resulttvD[ Jk, 2]) > result [ [k, 2;j))]
, (k, 1, Length [InputVolt J , 1)

1)
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Mi.\elrrCak\nb

L i s t P i o t (Ctot,

A x e s L a b e l .. ( ( V o l t s ) V g a p ,

(P) T a t a l _ C a p B c l t a n c e ) )

F ?otal_CapAcltAnca

1. 1 0 - "

2.75-

1Q'"

2.5-

10'"

VS«J.Vr5lt3

• Graphics.

• Experimentally Measured Capacitance - Voltage Curve
HeasCap • ( ( 4 , 2 . 4 2 8 10 ' - 13 ) , ( S , 2 . 4 3 5 1 0 * - 1 3 ) , ( 4 , 2 . 4 4 1 10 ' - 1 3 ) ,
( 7 , 2 . 4 4 3 1 0 - - 1 3 ) , ( 8 , 1 . 4 4 S 10 • - 1 3 ) , ( 9 , 2 . 4 4 5 10 • - 13 ) , ( 1 0 , 2 . 444 1 0 ' - 1 3 ) ,
( 1 1 , 2 . 4 4 7 1 0 - - 1 1 ) , ( 1 2 , 2 . 6 4 6 1 0 - - 1 3 I , ( 1 3 , 2 . 4 4 8 10 " - 1 3 ) , ( 1 4 , 2 . 6 5 9 10 " - 1 3 ) ,
(IS, 2.441 1 0 * - 1 3 ) , ( I t , 2.4S8 1 0 ' - 1 3 ) , (17, 2.442 1 0 ' - 1 3 ) ,
( 1 8 , 2 . 6 S 4 l a ' - 1 3 ) , ( 1 9 , 2 , 4 S 9 1 0 - - 1 3 ) , ( 2 0 , 2 . f t 3 1 0 ' - 1 3 ) , ( 2 1 , 2 . 4 6 7 ID ' . 1 3 ) ,
( 2 2 , 2 . 6 4 7 1 0 - - 1 3 ) , ( 2 3 , 2 . 467 1 0 ' - 1 3 ) . ( 2 4 , 2 .447 10 ' - 1 3 ) , ( 2 5 , 2 . 4 7 3 10 ' - 1 3 ) ,
( 2 4 , 2 . 4 7 1 0 " - 1 3 ) , ( 2 7 , 2 . 4 7 3 1 0 ' . 1 3 ) , ( 2 8 , 2 . 474 1 0 " - 1 3 ) , ( 2 9 , 2 . 4 7 6 10 ' . 13 ) |
, 4 , 2 . 6 2 8 . 10

I , ,5, 2.635 . 10 "

, 7 , 2 . 6 4 3 . ID " I , :a, 2 . 6 4 5 • 10 '" 1

|6, 2.441 . 10 " I,
19, 2.645 . 10 " I, ,10, 2 . 6 4 6 - 10 '

I 1 1 , 2 . 6 4 7 . 10 " :

I 1 2 , 2 . 6 4 4 . 10

,, :13, 2 . 6 4 8 . 10

i 1 4 , 2 . 6 5 9 - 10 " ;

'15, 2 . 6 6 1 • 10

,.

It, 2 . 6 5 8 - 10

, 1 0 , 2.456 - 10 " ;

119, 2 . 6 5 9 • 10 '

,,

2 0 , 2.663 . 10 • •, , 2 1 , 2. tt 7 .

, 2 2 , 2 - 6 6 7 . 10 " ;

123. 2 . 6 6 7 . 10 ' , ,

.26, 2 . 6 7 . 1 0 " I , :27, 2.673 . 10 "

, , 1 7 , 2-662 .

2 4 , 2 . 6 6 7 . 10 ' ;., |25, 2.673 -

, , 2 8 , 2.676 . 10 ''
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2 9 , 2.676 . 10

itu-xv!rt Ca}i jxb

lt(

L i s t P i o t {HeaBCap, A x a s L a b a l — { V g a p V o L t i ,

Meaaured_Capacitance Tarads) ]

Fiiradfi HaasurAJCapaclLancA

•

2 . 6 6 - 10

I
2.65-

10

i
1.64.

10

•

> Graphics •
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